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Sample Complaints Filed Against FGLifeInsCo
Complaint Title: FGLifeInsCo Queja 106141 for $2,664.09
Submitted by
Sabey
on 04/24/2012
Complaint #106141

On 3-16-06, an agent(whose signature I cannot identify) came to my home and informed me
about the importance of life insurance. The application bore the name of Shenandoah Life
insurance Company. I paid him $41.68 for application fee. On 5-20-06, he returned with an
application for life insurance. The premium amount was $32.89 monthly. He only issued me a
conditional receipt. Since that day, the said amount has continued to be withdrawn from my
bank account.
On 4-24-12, a representative( Mr. Sabey K. Varpilah) from Primerica Financial services came
and provided me with some important financial concepts. It was then he realized that the
phone number provided on the conditional receipt was a non-working number. He
immediately researched Shenandoah Life Insurance on the internet. He got a contact number
and called the company. I was informed that my application was submited in 2006, but was
later withdrawn. The representative from Shenandoah life and my Primerica representative
advised that I call my bank to inquire. I immediately did, and what I found out was shocking. I
was informed that a company called Fglifeinsco Prem was responsible for drafting my bank
accolunt and that there was no contact number for FGlifeinsco Prem. I at once instructed my
bank to stop the payment. Once more. my my Primerica representative researched the web
for the company. It was then I realized that this company was a scam. There was no
information found on it.The total amount I have paid since I applied for this insurance is
$2664.09

Complaint Title: FGLife Iinsurance Co. Queja 131827 for $4,800.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 07/03/2012
Complaint #131827

debited my bank account in monthly instalments and when I tried to
contact them they were no-where to be found. The phone number they gave me
goes to a ligit company who never heard of "FG LIFE INSURANCE CO".
It appears that I am just another fool who has been taken for a ride.
If there is any way to file legal action against these con men please count me in..
BG
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Complaint Title: FGLifeInsCo Queja 198544 for $1,332.52
Submitted by
Dwayne
on 01/10/2013
Complaint #198544

In July of 2011 when the company was OM Finacial,i cancealed my accout with them and
then on Oct 20 of 2011 it started coming out of my bank account again,but this time it was the
company of FGLIFESCO that i didnt approve.Just got off the phone with Larry and he told me
that i cant canceal it over the phone,that i have to wright a letter to them to canceal it,but i told
him that the lady from OM finacial didnt tell me that i couldnt canceal it over the phone,so
now i am going to wright them a letter said i want it cancealed and that they need to check
there recordings from July 2011 to hear were i cancealed my polacie and exspect to get back
payed from the time i cancealed it.

Complaint Title: FGLifeInsCo Queja 230899 for $5,000.00
Submitted by
satish
on 04/16/2013
Complaint #230899

Fglifeins company is debiting my bank account since past couple years begining from 2005 I think so far I paid close to $5,000 dollars. I tried calling them many times but never able to
get pass there voice system no mater what time I call. I thought I should join the force in
reporting their on going suspicious activities and hope we can help stop other customers in
enrolling into there phony ins plans. They have well managed website and also claimed that
they are with BBB, if they deny these reports can some one reach out to one of us or publish
a message stating this is not all true and refund our claims... I might be dreaming but I wish it
might come true.

Complaint Title: FGLifeInsCo Queja 98106 for $535.86
Submitted by
CVK
on 04/04/2012
Complaint #98106

The insurance plan I started was with OMFINANCIAL, I'm paying $59.54 monthly
auto pay. I didn't pay too much attention until I noticed the change on my online bank
statement to FGLIFEINSCO on 9-7-11. I never received any notice of the change. There is
no way to contact them, that I've found. This payday I will be going to another bank to open a
new account, and closing the old account. At least
they wouldn't have access to any more of my money, I'm also going to try to contact the
original co. I've been on their website and the only way correspond with them is by email. I
don't like it when companies don't provide a Ph.#. Maybe they are a scam as well

Complaint Title: FGLifeInsCo Queja 192325 for $38.16
Submitted by
Robert
on 12/19/2012
Complaint #192325

I haden't payed any attention to these installments of $38.16 untill I started matching
premiums with policys & I had no policys maching these premiums & I tryed looking up the
Co. & coulden't find one. I have no idea how many months or years I payed these premiums.
I know that they goes back 2 months that I know of. I am going to call my bank I see if they
can find out for me.

Complaint Title: FGLifeInsCo Queja 96228 for $35.37
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 03/31/2012
Complaint #96228

They have been charging my checking account since 9/11. I do not know who they are and
from what I'm seeing nothing more than a scam...

Complaint Title: FGLifeInsCo Queja 163071 for $4,847.04
Submitted by
Jacqueline
on 10/02/2012
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Complaint #163071

FGLife insurance representative came to my home shortly after I moved in (2004) and
recommended that I take out an insurance policy on my home loan in the event of an
accident or illness. I was single at the time and thought it was a good idea. Well....8yrs later I
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have paid over $4000.00 and only can recoup $453.53. This is definitely a ripe off and I
would like all of my money back. I will spread the word about this scam as well. After
reviewing my bank statement and seeing FGLife insurance deductions from my account I
decided to research this company online and was surprise to see many people were
scammed by FGLIFE insurance. I hope the General Attorney steps in and help us recoup all
of our hard earned dollars.

Complaint Title: FGLifeInsCo Queja 85495 for $210.42
Submitted by
ka
on 03/10/2012
Complaint #85495

Who is this company? I looked through all my insurance papers and have no
FGLIFEINSCO, but I have 210.42 coming out of my checking account automatically.

Complaint Title: FGLifeInsCo Queja 151042 for $12,800.00
Submitted by
diesel525
on 08/26/2012
Complaint #151042

I thought i had life insurance on my home. I have been paying 88.90 a month to this company
since 2006.So i guess i`m out 12,800 dollars Is there any group who are trying to recoup
these loses or any investigation into this matter?
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